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1. Introduction 

A primary focus of study In particle and nuclear physics is the testing of 
quantum chromodynarnica,1 Although it b generally believed that QCD is the 
fundamental theory of the stong interactions, quantitative tests have so far been 
restricted to the high momentum transfer domain where perturbative methods 
based on asymptotic freedom can be used. Tests of the confining non •perlurbative 
aspects or the theory arc either quite qualitative or at best indirect. 

An important question for the proposed AMPLE facility is whether studies 
of low to moderate energy antiproton reactions with laboratory energies under 
10 GeV could give further insights into the full structure of QCD. As I shall 
argue in this talk, there axe a number of exclusive and inclusive p reactions which 
could provide useful constraints or test novel features of QCD in the intermediate 
momentum transfer domain involving both perturbativc and non-perlurbative 
dynamics. 
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2. HigJi Momentum Transfer Reactions 

The main testing ground of QCD over the past decade has been the do
main of inclusive reactions at high momentum transfer. More recently we have 
learned how to develop perturbative predictions for high momentum transfer 
exclusive processes in which detailed features of hadron wavefunctions and am
plitude coherence enter . , _ e Many of these predictions are directly applicable to 
antiproton-initiated reactions. 

QCD has two essential properties which make calculations of processes at 
short distance or high momentum transfer tractable and systematic. The critical 
feature is asymptotic freedom: the effective coupling constant oc,(Q^} which con
trols the interactions of quarks and gluons at momentum transfer Q2 vanishes 
logarithmically at large Q-. Complementary to asymptotic freedom is the exis
tence of factorization theorems for both exclusive and inclusive processes at large 
momentum transfer. In the case of exclusive processes (in which the kinematics 
of alt the final state hadrons are fixed at large invariant mass), the hadromc am
plitude can be represented as the product of a hard-scattering amplitude for the 
constituent quarks convoluted with a distribution amplitude for each incoming 
or outgoing hadron. 2 - 6 (See Appendix A). The distribution amplitude contains 
all of the bound-state dynamics and specifies the momentum distribution of the 
quarts in the hadron.2 The hard scattering amplitude can be calculated pertur-
batively as a function of a,(Q*y. The analysis can be applied to form factors, 
exclusive photon-photon reactions, photoproduction, fixed-angle scattering, etc. 
In the case of the simplest processes, 77 -+ MM and the meson form factors, 
rigorous all-order proofs can be given. 

The predictions of perturbative QCD have been strikingly confirmed in inclu
sive e + e" and 77 collisions, deep inelastic lepton reactions, massive lepton pair 
production, and the whole array of large px jet end photon reactions. Measure
ments of exclusive processes at high momentum transfer, especially form factors 
and two-body photon-photon reactions have led to d e t a i l e d i - W H ' scaling 
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behavioi of tb* theory. Recent results* for *n -* M B are shown in fig 1. In 
general, the experimental results on the scaling behavior of exclusive and inclu
sive reactions appear consistent with short distance subprocesses based on the 
elementary scattering of spin 1/2 quarks and spin 1 gluons, the fundamental 
degrees of freedom of QCD. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of m -» w+w~ and *n —• K*K~ me
son pair production data with the parameter free pertarbative 
QCD prediction of ref 2. The data are from rcf 7. 

The centra) unknown in the QCD predictions at this time is the composition 
of the h&drons in terms of their quark and gluon quanta.1,8 Recently, several 
important tools have been developed which allow specific predictions for the 
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hadron wave functions. A primary tool is the use^FWMftojjeABEotization 
to construct a consistent rclatlvtstic Pock state basis for the mifmStni their 
observ&btes in terms of quark and gluon quanta. The distribution amplitudes 
and the structure functions are defined directly in terms of these light-cone wave 
functions.1 The form factor oF a hadron can be computed exactly in terms of a 
convolution of initial and final light-cone Fock state wave functions.* 

Another important tool Is the use of QCD sum rules to provide constraints 
on the moments of hadron distribution amplitudes.4 This method has yielded 
some information on the momentum apace structure of mesons which we review 
in Appendix B. A particularly important challenge relevant to antlproton exclu
sive processes is the construction of baryon distribution amplitudes. Using the 
sum rule method, Chernyak and Zhitnitsky4 have proposed a model form for 
the nucleon distribution amplitude which togcthe? with the QCD factorization 
formulae, predict the correct sign and magnitude as welt as scaling behavior of 
the proton and neutron form factors.10 (See fig. 2.) 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the scaling behavior of the proton mag
netic form factor with the theoretical predictions of refs, 2 and 
4. The CZ predictions* are normalized in sign and magnitude. 
The data are from ref. 10. 
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Aiwth»rrwwtadTOncehMb«Biitli^<Akul>iianaftlMa><tttt«it«ofdistribu-
tioa amplitudes using lattice m v theory.11 The initial te&utte ere interesting-
"TOfftiggi hfttyj-fE™*""'* •—W»th>||iMm^ii*tMn^f,*/*ntlf»iiHHl.f;...rf;m. 
far the a w n , Tin malts bam both the lattice takulaitons and QCD sum raks 
dwiwwUsvte that the light qjaaxlta ate highly ralativutic in Ute hound etate. HUB 
gives further indication that while BMHtbtrvtvUe potential models are usefal fbr 
enumerating lh* spectrum of hadroa* (Decause they express the relevant degrees 
offcedoaJ.thtrareiiotrelSafctoiapredfctfait'vavefu^^ 

3. Inclusive? Reactions and the QCD Critical Length 

The factorization structure of QCD implies that the structure functions and 
distribution amplitudes that control high momentum transfer nations axe process 
Independent. The proofs are highly non>trMel. In the cue of inclusive massive 
Upton-pair production (The Drell-Yan proetas), the ft> -* tlX cross section to 
leading order in 1/Q* takes the form (tee fig, 3>s 

Thb factorisation separates the long distance (non-perturbetive) dynamics con
tained in the universal-process independent structure functions Gt[p = G 7 / p from 
the short-distance perturbatWe physics contained In the aubprocass qq -» p+p -

cross section. Antiproton taste of this classic QCD prediction ue crucial since 
the beam and target structure functions for the valence quark and anttquarks arc 
measured directly 1A deep Inelastic lepton scattering. 

Deietfee the staple Cera of the l&cluiive cress section, dl-ordera factorization 
Cor the Drell-Yaa process haa only juit recently tteea analysed to all orders in 
perturbation theory (by C. Bodwin" end X Collins, D. Soper and G. Sterman.19) 
The most sartaua conujticattatts age due to the elastic and inelastic initial ta te 
hadronic interactions which potentially could affect the color correlations, and 
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of factorisation 
of the DreUOTan cross section m QCI>. 

momentum distribution of the annihilating a and f.M (at* fig- 4) Clearly such 
effects nun factorization in a macroscopic target. In fact, at shown in w£ IT 
a necessary condition to eliminate the initial state effects ts that the mcldeni 
parton energy most be large compared to ft scale proportional to the length of 
the target. This translates into a necessary condition lb* factorisation? 

For & uranium target this implies that factorisation, can only be valid if the 
lopton pair mass is greater than a few GeV at large ĉ . It is clearly Interesting 
to study this pheaomena experimentally since It Involves the transition between 
perturbative and soft dynamics and the propagation of antlquarkv in nuclear 
matter. This important area of physics could ba studied systematically using a 
low to medium energy p beam. 

Fig. 4. Induced radiation from the Interaction of the 
active anUquark with target spectators in the DreUOfsn 
process. The inelastic interactions are suppressed at 
parton energies which are large compared to « scale set 
by the length of the target" 
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It should be noted that the factorization proofs have not yet been extended 

to reactions such as pp —* Jet + Jet + X where the subprocess channel is not 

in a color singlet. In addition, due to infrared noncancellations, factorization is 

known to break down beyond leading twist. 1 5 

4. QCD Predictions for pp Exclusive Processes 

Dimensional counting rules 1 6 give a direct connection between the degree of 
hadron compositeness and the power-law fall of exclusive scattering amplitudes 
at fixed center of mass angle: M ~ Q*~nF(Bcm) where n is the minimum number 
of initial and final state quanta. This rule gives the QCD prediction for the 
nominal power law scaling, modulo corrections from the logarithmic behavior of 
ctj, the distribution amplitude, and small power-law corrections from Sudakov-
suppressed Landshoff multiple scattering contributions. A brief introduction to 
these topics is given in Appendix A. For pp one predicts 

^ (pp - -n) - p y /•"{cosMwpr) 

jjj (pf- MA?) * - J y fMj*(coS6,lnpr) 

^ ( p p - B B ) = ^ / ^ ( c o s f i , f t t p r ) 

The angular dependence reflects the structure of the hard scattering perturbative 
TH amplitude, which in turn follows from the flavor pattern of the contributing 
duality diagrams. For example, a minimally connected diagram such as that 
illustrated in fig. 5 is approximately characterized17 as 

r 1 1 T 
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Fig. 5. A perturbative contribution to the hard 
scattering amplitude in nucleon-nucleoncollisions. 

We emphasize that comparisons between channels related by crossing of the 
Mandelstam variables places a severe constraint on the angular dependence and 
analytic form of the underlying QCD exclusive amplitude. For example, it is 
posssible to measure and compare 

pp-*~n • IP-* IP : Tf -» PP 

pp —> -yir° : 7p -» 7T°p : n°p —» fp . 

SLAC measurements18 of the i p —* ;r +n cross section at 6CM = n/2 are consis
tent with the normalization and scaling (see fig. 6) 

do . j . i I i ib , , . 
_ h p ^ ^ n ) « _ _ _ _ / ( ( / e ) . 

We thus expect similar normalization and scaling for ^ (pp -+ TJ7°); all angle 
measurements up to s £> 15 GeV! appear possible given a high luminosity p 
beam. 

Extensive measurements17 of the pp —• pp cross section have been made at 
ANL, BNL and other laboratories. The fixed angle data OR a log-log plot (see 
fig. 7) appears consistent with the nominal s~10f(6cM) dimensional counting 
production. However, as emphasized by HendTy,19 the sxadojdt CTOSS section 
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Fig. 6, Comparison of photoproductlon data with the 
dimensional counting power-law pndEction. Tht data 
are summarized In xef. 18. 

exhibits oscillatory behavior with *r« Evan coon serious U the fact that polar
ization measurements30 allow r'gnl&cant ipln*spln correlations (-Awv)t ^ ^ **»« 
single spin asymmetry (Aw) Is act eonsiitent with predictions baaed on hadrcn 
helkfty conservation (see see. 6) which la expected to be valid for the leading 
power behavior.31 Recent analyses of then effects have been given by f a i r a 2 1 

and Lipldo.*3 It is likely *:at there are significant non-kadlflg power law eontri-
buCuns. in the accessible energy range. Clearly, p> -» fp data, in the large-angle 
bage-enersr regime will be very helpral in clarifying thee* fjindemefital Esstics. 

The simplest exclusive channels accessible to a ft) facility are ft> -* e*« - . 
n + a r s t V which t» ktdtag order In a provides t> direct nettartment of the 
Dine and PanK tunelike proton form factor. The tcts antnlar dependence can 
be wed to separate Ft and Ft and check the basic prediction,4 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of proton-proton (entering at fixed $tm with the dimensional 
counting prediction. The best fit ii *"'•'. See rcf. IB. 

Fertuibative QCD predicts Asymptotic scaling of the form2 

•"1W * /(*»«)« 

A high hmwiwsity p facility could push timeltke measurements of both form fee-
tore wdlb^ondtboseavaflable from e*e~ storage rings. Slue* the normalization 
is EimUar to that of njl -» T / I one should be able to measure the proton form 
f»ctore out to center of mass energy squared as huge as * *» 10 GeV*. 
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5. Studying the Compton Amplitude in pp Annihilation 

An important example of on exclusive process in QCD is the process pp —> 77 
as illustrated In fig. 8. Applying the procedure outined in Appendix A, we can 
write to leading aider in 1/pJ., 

1 1 

-MpF-mtPri^CAf) = 
0 0 

x Tn(qqq + $gg -* 77)^,(3/, pr) 

where $p[x,pr) is the antiproton distribution amplitude and Ta ~ a£(pf')/0'r) 
gives the scaling behavior of the minimally connected tree graph amplitude for 
the two-photon annihilation of three quarks and three antiquarks collinear with 
the initial hadron directions. (See fig. S.) QCD thus predicts 

dg 
dftcM {vP -* 11) =* <4(4) 

Us 
< # > • 

/(pr,0cM,*«Pr) 

B$E? 
1 ' l t A J fc-6£ 

Fig. 8. Application of QCD faetoriza- Fig. 9. Example of a lowest order per' 
tion to pp annihilation into photons. turbative contribution to TH for the pro

cess pp —* 77. 

The complete calculations of the tree graph structure (see figs, 10-12) of 
both *n —* MM and 77 —* BB amplitudes has now been completed. One can 
use crossing to compute TH for pp —• 77 to leading order in ctt(pj.) from the 
calculations reported by Farrar, Maina, and Neri 2 4 and Gunion and Millers.39 
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Fig. 10. Application of QCD to two 
photon production of meson pairs. 2 8 
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Fig. 11. Next to leading perturbative 
contribution to Tjf for the process Tt —* 
MM. The calculation has been done by 
Nizic.18 
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J~W4t1 
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:fcM 
Fig. 12. Leading diagrams for f + 7 • 
p + p calculated in refs. 24, 25. 

Examples of the predicted angular distributions are shown in figs. 13 and 14. 
The region of applicability of the leading power-law results is presumed to be set 
by the scale where QAGM{Q2) is roughly constant, i.e.: Q2 > 3 GeVa. (See fig. 2.) 
Preliminary two photon collision measurements26 (for energies too close to the pp 
threshold) are shown in fig. 15. As discussed in Appendix B, a model form for the 
proton distribution amplitude has been proposed by Chernyak and. Zhitnitskii' 
based on QCD sum rules which leads to normalization and sign consistent with 
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Fig. 13. QCD prediction for the scaling 
and angular distribution for *t + f -» 
p*-t-p calculated by Farcer etal ." The 
dasfced-doi curve corresponds to *f- = 
0JW16 and a maximum running cou
pling constant og*** = OS The solid 
curve corresponds to *£- B 0.016 and 
a maximum running coupling constant 
o f = 0,5 The dashed curve corro-
tponds to a fixed <xt = OX The re
sults are very sensitive to the endpoint 
behavior of the proton distribution am
plitude. The CZ form is assumed. 

Fig. 14. QCD prediction for the scal
ing and angular distribution for t+t -* 
JH-p calculated by Gunion, Sparks, and 
Miller*.** CZ distribution amplitudes4 

arc assumed. The solid and running 
•nwes ese for real photon annihilation. 
The dashed and dofedashed curves cor
respond to one photon apacetike, with 
&«ai. 
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tbeineasaredp:0ton form factor. (See fit 2.) The CZ sum role analysis has been 
receEtly corrected and modified by King and Sachrajda*7 but the final results arc 
not known at this fme. The C £ proton distribution amplitude yields predictions 
for TT -* pp hi rough agreement with the experimental normalization, although 
the production energy is too low for a char test It should be noted that unlike 
meson pair production*6 the QCD predictions for baryoas axe highly sensitive 
to the form of the running coupling constant and the endpoint behavior of the 
wavefunctions. 

10 j—|—i—i—r-r ' r—i—i—'—r— 
JADE 

(Prsiimlnofy) " 
| ff^ — B P ' 

Uc»S*llO,6 " 

'' i ' ' • 
J.O 2 .1 \0 

Fig. 15* Reccst preliminary data from JADE 2 0 

for t + 1 -»P + p. 

The T*7* -* MB and Afl? amplitudes for off-shell photons have now been 
calculated by Millars and Gunlon.1* The results show important sensitivity to 
the fonn of the respective baryon and meson distribution amplitudes. The con
sequences of \gg) mixing In singlet mesons in t*t processes is discussed in ref. 30. 

It is possible that d«La from pp collisions at energies up to 9 GeV could 
greatly clarify the question of whether the perturbativ-c QCD predictions are 
reliable at moderate momentum transfer.311** Aft emphasised in sec 4, an im
portant check of the QCD predictions can be obtained by comVnmg data from 
PP -» T7» TT -* P# ^ t h large angle Compton scattering -yp -»-rp\ This com
parison checks m detail the angular dependence and crossing behavior expected 

e » 
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from the theory. Furthermore in pp collisions one can even study timelike pho
ton production into «+«~ and examine the virtual photon maas dependence of 
the Compton amplitiude. Predictions far the «* dependence of the pJS -» TI' 
amplitude can be obtained by crossing the results of Gordon and Milters.*9 

6. Testing Hadron HeHrity Conservation 
mfp -*• Heavy Quark Resonances 

The prodnrticm of heavy cjnark resonances pjt^«>,x>9«»*^ can be analyzed 
m a systematic way m QCI) using the exchisrveampfitiidefciinallsm of i e l 2. 
Since quark helkity is conserved in the basic subprocessea to leading order, and 
the distribution amplitude is the ttximuth*l angle symmetric £« » 0 projection 
of the valence hadron Fock waweftmctionj total hadron heucity is conserved for 
A + B-+C + DP 

\ A + Xs • Ao + XD 

The result is predicted to hold to all orders In e,(G 9). Thus an essential feature 
of the perturb&tive QCD is the prediction of hadron heliclty conservation up to 
kinematical and dynamical corrections of order m/Q and (0tf) 3 (Q where Q 
is the momentum transfer or heavy mass scale, m Is the light quark mass, and 
(^$) is a measure of non-perturbative effects dus to chlral symmetry breaking 
of the QCD vacuum. Applying this prediction to pJJ annihilation, one predicts 
Xp + Xp = 0, i.e., St = Jt = ±l\s the leading amplitude for heavy resonance 
proa action.3* Thus the ^ is expected to he produced with J« = ±1, whereas the 
X and q< cross sections should be suppressed, at least to leading power in the 
heavy quark mass. The analogous tests la « +c~ sjralhllation appear to be veriBed 
for «/ decays but not the f>. Hou and Soni" have suggested this effect may be 
due to the •> mixing with J = lgluonhim states. AnUproton-proton prodtictian 
of narrow resonances should be able to clarify these bask QCD Issues. 
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7. Heavy Hadron Pair Production in pp Exclusive Reactions 

One of the few areas of high energy phenomenology which is apparently not 
well-understood in perturbstive QCD is the production of charmed hadnma. The 
simple fusion subprocesses tf -*• QQ and gg -* QQ axe expected to dominate 
heavy quark inclusive reactions at least for very large HQ.M However, in the ease 
of chrim production cross sections, the predictions for the energy and xj, depen
dence appear to contradict experiment.*1 It is possible that there are significant 
nar-perturbatire contributions to charm production audi as the intrinsic heavy 
^uark contributions?9 associated with loop interactions in the hadronic wavefuno> 
tion, strong binding enacts at tew relative velocity,97 and other aon-pertuibative 
or higher twist effects. A review of some of these issues is given in ref. 36. 

Here we want to address the equally piovacatlve question of heavy flavor 
production in exclusive pp reactions, e.g. Pp -» AQAQ where 0 = s,e,6. The 
following arguments are heuristic, but they may give a guide to the expected 
scaling laws and features of these reactions. 

Consider the diagram of fig. 18 foi the Pp ~* iVAg matrix element. If the 
A'S are produced In the forward direction with p|. £ p* - (300 MeV)z then there 
is maximal kinematic overlap for the light quarks between the initial and final 
light wavefunctlons. The hard subprocess cross section flu -* ei would normally 
give cross sections of order 

e-«* a«i»» 

Fig. 16. Perturbative diagram for exclusive pro
duction of heavy haryon pairs in pp aanihuatkm. 
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but the alignment restriction p\ < M! gives an extra j*3/4"»g suppression in the 
inguler Integral. Therefore we expect the scaling law 

I.e. 

ZiA« i IjA, i AjAt = l ; 10~2 : 1CT4 

for * > Arnk, Thus It nay not be hopeless to actually measure exclusive pairs 
of heavy charmed baryons In pp collisions. The above analysis can be readily 
extended to other heavy flavor baryon and meson pair exclusive cross sections. 
The iuuee are Important for clarifying the OZI rule in QCD and the connection 
between exclusive and Inclusive production mechanisms. 

Mail correction! to QCD hbrd scattering amplitudes for a number of heavy 
quark production amplitudes have been computed. Exclusive pair production 
of heavy hadrons |Qi9g), \QiQtQs) consisting of higher generation quarks 
(Qi " 1|6|6 and ponlbly e) can be reliably predicted38 within the framework 
of perturbatlve QCD, since the required wave function input is essentially deter
mined from nonrelatlvlstic considerations. The results can be applied to e+e~ 
annihilation, *H annihilation, and W and Z decay into higher generation pairs. 
The normalization, angular dependence, and helicity structure can be predicted 
away from threshold, allowing a detailed study of the basic elements of heavy 
quark feadronizatmn. A particularly striking feature of the QCD predictions 
to the existence of a zero in the form factor and e + c - annihilation cross sec
tion for zerc-helicHy hadron pair production dose to a specific timelibe value 
qtfiMfc^Titk/lemt where m* and mj are the heavier and lighter quark masses, 
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respectively. This zero reflects the destructive interference between the Spin-
dependent and spin-independent (Coulomb exchange) couplings of the gluon ht 
QCD. In fact, all pseudoscalar meson form factors are predicted in QCD to re
verse sign from spacelike to timelike asymptotic momentum transfer because of 
their essentially mnnopole form. For m^ > 2mt the form factor iero occurs In the 
physical region. An interesting question is whether this type of numerator zero 
structure applies to the gluonic diagram amplitudes appropriate to fi> reactions. 

8. Exclusive Nuclear Reactions 

There are a number of significant testa of QCD using p beams in which 
the nuclear target itself plays an essential dynamical role." Here we consider 
exclusive reactions of the type pd —* -/n and pd -* n~p in the fixed $CM region. 
Dimensional counting rules predict the asymptotic behavior 

since there are 14 initial and final quanta, involved. One cannot expect the onset 
of such scaling laws until PT is well into the mult! GeV regime since each hard 
propagator must carvy significant momentum transfer. Thus this type of sealing 
law is difficult if not impossible to test. 

Nevertheless, there Is an elegant way to test the basic QCD dynamics in these 
reactions using the "reduced amplitude" formalism.40 The basic observation is 
that for vanishing nuclear binding energy (j -* 0, the deuteron can be regarded as 
two nucleons sharing the deuteron four-momentum (see fig. 17). The fd -* x~p 
amplitude then contains a factor representing the probability amplitude (I.e. 
form factor) for the proton to remain intact after absorbing momentum transfer 
squared * = ( p - 1 pdf and the NN tanelike form factor at * = {?+J ft)8. Thus 

J V ^ - F ~ Fitt® FIN{*) Mr 

where M, has the same QCD scaling properties as quark meson scattering. We 
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thus predict 

The analogous analysis of the deuteron form factor as defined in 

Ijoinl 

yields a scaling law for the reduced form factor (see fig. 18): 

i.e., thesame scaling law as a meson form factor. As shown In fig. 19 , this scaling 
is consistent with experiment fnr Q = px £ 1 GeV. There is also evidence'10'*1 

for reduced amplitude scaling for fd —• pn at large angles and pj *£ 1 GeV. (see 
6g. 20). We thus expect similar precocious scaling behavior to hold for pd —* jr~p 
and other pd exclusive reduced amplitudes. 

P 7 

X 
d 11 

1=) 

Fig. 17. Construction of 
the reduced nuclear ampli
tude for two-body inelastic 
deuteron reactions.^0 

Fig. 18, Application of the reduced 
amplitude formalism to the deuteron 
form factor at large momentum trans
fer. 
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Fig. 19. Scaling of the dcuteron 
reduced form factor. The data are 
summarized in ref. 40. 
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9. Quasi -Exclus ive Nuclear Processes 

A novel features of QCD is "color transparency" which predicts a small ab
sorption cross section fc; hadrons in specific kinematic configurations.4S This 
concept can be tested in quasi-exclusive antiprcton-nudear reactions. For large 
PT one predicts 

_g_ (* A - »+»- + (A ~ 1)) » £ G , M ( V ] ^ fo> - *+*-) 

where C7p^(v) is the probability distribution to find the proton In the nucleus 

with light-cone momentum fraction y = {p° +1^)1 (p\ + p\) i wvd 

— {pp - * JT +JT~) - ( " ) / ( w s ^ c A f ) 

The distribution Gp/A(y) can be measured in tA —• ep(A - 1) quasi-exclusive 
reactions. A remarkable feature of the above equations is that there arc no 
corrections required from h.'ttial state absorption of the p as it traverses the 
nucleus, nor final stale interactions of the outgoing pions. The point is that the 
only part of hadron wavefunctions which is involved in the large pr reaction is 
^wt^j. *" 0(1 JPT))' i-c the amplitude where all the valence quarks are at small 
relative impact parameter. These configurations correspond to small color singlet 
states which, because of color cancellations, have negligible hadronic interactions 
in the target. Measurements of these reactions thus test a fundamental feature 
of tl.e Foek state description of large pr exclusive reactions. 

Another interesting feature which can be probed In such reactions is the 
behavior of Gpf^{y) for y well away from ihe Fermi distribution peak at y ~ 
tnn/Mji. Fory —• 1 spectnior counting rules*3 predict Gpi^[y) — (1 - y ) 2 W , _ 1 = 
(l — j / ) 6 ' * - 7 where N, = 3(/l — 1) is the number of quark spectators required 
to "stop" (H —» 0) as y -* 1. This simple formula has been quite successful in 
accounting for distributions measured in the forward fragmnntatio?. of nuclei at 
thu Bevalac/" 
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10. Summary 

With the advent of new methods to attack non-perturbative QCD, such as 

sum rule constraints, implementation of effective Lagrangianp such as the Skyrme 

model, extensions of lattice gauge theory, and promising methods to solve the 

light-cone Hamiltonian for its spectrum and and Fock state solutions, a renais

sance of interest is developing for understanding hadron and nuclear dynamics 

from first principles. 

An experimental program with antiprotons of energies under 10 GeV can 

cerve as an important test of QCD dynamics and the compliment to the calcu-

lational methods, especially for exclusive channels. Already there are extensive 

calculations available for pp —» 77 for both real and virtual channels. Fixed an

gle scattering, meson-pair and lepton-pair final states also give sensitive tests of 

the theory. We have emphasized the possibility that the production M charmed 

hadions in exclusive pp channels may have a non-negligible cross section. All 

of these channels bear on the question at what moT.ientum scale pcrlurbative 

factorization methods apply. 

Inclusive measurements are usually studied at much higher energies than 

those potentialy available at an AMPLE facility. Nevertheless, as discussed in 

sec. 3, 'here are interesting novel effects involving the interface between pertur-

bative and non-perturbative dynamxs and qua-k propagation in hadronic matter 

- all of which can be explored at p energies below 10 GeV, 

Finally, we have shown that p - nuclear collisions can play an important role 

in clarifying fundamental QCD issues such as color transparency, critical length 

phenomena, and the validity of the reduced nuclear amplitude phenomenology. 

Appendix A Exclusive Reactions in QCD 

In thie appendix I will give a brief introduction to »xclusive processes at high 

momentum transfer. 4 5 Specific applications to antiproton-initiated reactions are 

discussed in sees, 4-6. 
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The processes of interest are h&dronic reactions in which all final particles axe 
measured at large Invariant masses compared with each other; this includes form 
factors at large spacelike or timelike momentum transfer and large angle scat
tering reactions such as photoproduction ^p -* n+n, nucleon-nucleon scattering 
at large momentum transfer, photodisintegration -yd —• np at large angles and 
energies* tie. A crucial result i& that such amplitudes factoiiie 3 - 6 at large mo
mentum transfer in the form of a convolution or a hard scattering amplitude TH 
which can be computed pcrturbatively from quark-gluon subprocesses multiplied 
by process-independent "distribution amplitudes" 4>(x, Q)7 which contain all of 
the bound-state non-perturbative dynamics of each of the interacting hadrons. 
An « •r.iple of this factorization for meson photoproduction at large momentum 
tran&ier is shown in fig. 21. To leading order in l/Q the scattering amplitude 

has the form 
l 

M = | r / / { x , , Q ) r j ^ , ( ^ , ( ? ) [ < f j ] . (A.l) 
o 

X • 
0 n 

S4H6A4 O-BIj 

Fig. 21. Construction of the hard-scattering 
amplitude for pion photoproduction. 

Here T& s * t n e probability amplitude to scatter quarks with fractional momentum 
0 < Xj < 1 from the incident to Fi \al hadron directions, and <j>Hi is the probability 
amplitude to find quarks in the wave function of hadion fi,- collinea* up to the 
scale Q, and 

\dX)=f[dzil,(l-jrxl\ . {A.2) 
y=i V it / 
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The key to the derivation of this factorization of peiturbative and non-perturbatlve 
dynamics Is the use of the Fock basis {^nfcii fcj.ii K)} defined at equal T = t + zfe 
on the light-cone to represent relativistic color singlet bound states. The A,- spec-
ify the helicities; x{ = (*,°+ *?)/(?•>-5-p'), [ £ £ , *i = 1). «»d *X» (£?=, t I M ) . 
aTe the relative momentum coordinates. Thus the prot&n is represented as a col
umn vector state ^ m , 0 9 n v , lftjMft>... In the light-cone gauge, A+ = A6 +A* = 
0, there are no ghosts, and only the minimal "valence" Fock state needs to be 
considered at large momentum transfer; any additional quark 01 gluon forced 
to absorb large momentum transfer yields a power-law suppressed contribution 
to the hadronic amplitude. For example, at large Q 2 , the baryon form factor 
can bo systematically computed by iterating the valence Fock Btate wave func
tion equation of motion wherever large relative momentum occurs. To leading 
order the kernel is effectively one-gluon exchange. The sum of the .hard gluon 
exchange contributions is the gauge invariant amplitude Tjf. The residual factor 
from the wave function is the distribution amplitude £p which plays the role 
of the wave function at the origin in the analogous non-relativistic calculation. 
Thus we obtain the form 

1 l 

MQ2) = j[dy] f[dx\ 4(»/.9) TB[*i,yJtQ) 4B(ft,Q) , (AS) 
o o 

where to leading order in at(Q3), TH is computed from 3«7 + -7* -* Zq t r « graph 
amplitude 

»-m" /[«(.»*) (A*) 

and 

is the valence three-quark wave function evaluated at quark impact separation 
b± ~ 0 ( Q _ 1 ) . Since 4>B o n l v depends logarithmically on Q1 in QCD, the main 
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dyskueica) dependence of Fs{Q?) fa th* power behavior (Q*)"3 derived from 
scaling of the elementary propagators to Tfr. Thus, medal? logarithmic factors, 
en* obtains a dimensional counting rule for any fcaoYonic or nuclear form factor 
at taiga Q' (nattettyA-X'sOwl/2)** 

j f - ^ . ^ - 5 5 , ft-^J. (A.7) 

where n U the minimum number of fields in the hadron. Since quaric helicity is 
conierved in TR and ^{i(, Q) Is the I f = 0 projection of the wave function, total 
hadronle htltelty U conserved at luce momentum transfer for any QCD exclusive 
reaction,31 The dominant mieleon form factor thus corresponds to Fi(Q7) or 
<?«(9 s)i the Fault form factor Ft{Ql) is suppressed by an extra power of Q1. 
In the cue of the deuterort, the dominant form factor has helicity A = A' = 0. 
The general form of the logarithm!: dependence of F{Q*) can be derived from 
the operator product expansion at short distance or by solving an evolution 
equation1 for the distribution amplitude computed from gluon exchange, the only 
QCD contribution which falls sufficiently slowly at large transverse momentum 
to effect the large Qi dependence. 

The momentum scale dependence of the distribution ampUuiae Tor * bwyon is 
determined by an evolution equation which can be derived for the Bethe-Salpeter 
equation at large transverse momentum projected on the light-cone: 

whew Cjr» (nj. - l)/«n« - 4/3, Ca=>{rtt+ l)/fc»* = 2/3, fi = 11 - (2/3>)B/, 

•nd V(x{,Vi) la computed to leading order in 4* *WB the single-gtwan-exchmEe 
kernel. The evolution equation automatically sums to leading order in a . ^ ) all 
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of the contributions from multiple Rhion exchange which determine the tall of the 
valence wave function and thus the ^-dependence of the distribution amplitude. 
The general solution of this equation IB 

where the anomalous dimensions rfn and the eigenfunctions $n(sB<) latlsfy the 
characteristic equation: 

In the large Q2 limit, only the leading anomelout dimension 70 contributes to 
the form factor. 

A useful technique for solving the evolution equations is to construct cost* 
palely antisymmetric representation* as a polynomial orthonormel bull for the 
distribution amplitude of multiquark bound States. In this way one obtains a 
distinctive classification on nuclcon {N) and delta (A) wave functions and the 
corresponding Q2 dependence which discriminate* N and A form factors. The 
antlsy mmetmation technique >» presented in detail in ref. 40 for nuclear systems, 

The result for the laitc Qi bchivior of the baryon form factor in QCD is 
t h e n 1 - 3 

A*t& ^ * 

where the -»„ ate computable anomafooe dhnaiuloM of the baryon threo-quarlc 
wave function at short distance and the <fm» « « determined from the value of the 
baiyon distribution amplitude 4B(**QQ) ** a given point <?£• and the normalbia-
UonrfTfr. The dominant part of the form factor comes fVom the region of the* 
integration where each quark has a finite fraction of the Ughjt cone momentvBV, 
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the end point region where the struck quark has x t: 1 and spectator quarks have 
x ~ 0 is suppressed by quark (Sudakov) form factor gluon radiative corrections. 

The near constant behavior of Q 4 G M { Q 2 ) at large Q1 (see fig. 2) provides a 
direct check that the minimal Fock state in the nucleon contains three quarks and 
that the quark propagator and the qq ~* qq scattering amplitudes are approxi
mately scale-independent. More generally, the nominal power law predicted for 
large momentum transfer exclusive reactions is given by the dimensional counting 
rule M — Qi~'kTOT F{6tm) where HTOT is the total number of elementary fields 
which Bcatter in the reaction. The predictions are apparently compatible with 
experiment. In addition, for some scattering reactions there are contributions 
from multiple scattering diagrams (Landshoff contributions) which together with 
Fadakov effects can lead to small pcv«>r-]a,w corrections, as well as a compli
cated spin and amplitude phase phenomenology.2,47 As shown in fig. 1, recent 
measurements of «n —* i r + j r - , K*K~ at large invariant pair mass are beauti
fully consistent with the QCD predictions23 which are essentially independent 
of the shape of the distribution amplitude. In principle it should be possible to 
use measurements of the scaling and angular dependence of the "n —* MaAf° 
reactions to measure the shape of the distribution amplitude ^ ( x , Q). a B Thus 
far experiment has not been sufficiently precise to measure the modifications of 
dimensional counting rules predicted by QCD. 

The actual calculation of <j>(x,Q) from QCD requires non-perturbative meth
ods such as lattice gauge theory, or more directly, the solution of the light-cone 
equation of motion3'9 

The explicit form for the matrix representation of Vqcrj and a discussion of the 
infrared and ultraviolet regulation required to interpret this result is given in 
ref. 2. 
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Appendix B. QCD Sum Rule Constraints on 
Hadron Wave Functions 

Useful constraints1 on the lowest momenta of the distribution amplitude can 
he obtained using the QCD sum rule approach of the ITEP Group or by reso
nance saturation of vertex functions.4" Although the numerical accuracy of these 
complementary methods is not known the general agreement between their pre
dictions and overall consistency with other hadron phenomenology lends credence 
to their validity. 

Let us first illustrate the QCD sum rule method for the case of the pion 
distribution amplitude. The moments (xn) are expressible as matrix elements of 
gauge invariant lo' -.1 operators: 

(* • P)n+1M^) - ( H I C M M J . ) ) = <n|*i - z^(iz • B)"«lir(p)> 

where 
1 

( i n ) = j dx xn 4>*{x) • 
- l 

Here x = x\, - i 2 , (x°) = 1, /„ E 133 McV, p*1 is the pion four momentum, 

2 P is a light-like vector: z1 = 0, z • p = p+, and Dp — Dp — Z>p, where 

D = d p-igAp'^-. This relation is simplest in the gauge z- A* = 0 . The state 

|fl) is the true QCD vacuum. 

In order to obtain constraints on the (xn) one considers the correlation func

tion between two of the On: 

IncM - i J d*v «•'«•» <n|TO n (y)O 0 (0) |n) 

•'' "-iianal" belwum o [ 0 ' and On[v) is carried by the pion, higher meson reso
nances, and the continuum. At high g* -* - D O , y 3 — 0(l /Q - , t ) and the operator 
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product expansion allows one to calculate IK0 as an expansion in powers of l/V 
involving perttirba.tfve and {<**} and {$$) "vacuum condensate" contributions. 
On the Other hand, Int,{q2) can be computed from a dispersion integral over 
h&dron intermediate states. The dual identification of the power law and reso
nance contribution (expressed via a Bore) transformation) then leads to numerical 
constraints on the lowest moment: The best fit obtained in ref. 4 is 

(a 1 ) , = 0.40, <» a) X l = 0,04 - 0.07 

{z% = 0.24. 

((x<}Ai ** small but not determined accurately.) The value of the renormalization 
scale p* is of the order 1.5 to 2.S GeV*. 

The relatively large values for the second and fourth moments imply that 
the plon distribution Is quite broad. An additional constraint on the distribution 
amplitude is that 4> vanishes at least as fast as <j>"ympt at the endpoints x ~* 
±1 , Together these constraints imply a doubh'humptd distribution? the model 
proposed in ref. 4 is 

15 

There are a number of approximations which make it difficult to assess the nu
merical accuracy of the results. Nevertheless the distribution amplitudes derived 
by Chernyak and Zhltnitsky3 serve as useful forms for making QCD predictions 
for exclusive processes. 

One of the consequences of the QCD sum rule approach is a striking depen
dence of the shape of the p-meson distribution amplitude on its helicity. This 
can bt. traded to the fact that the {t/r^$i6) contribution changes sign because of 
the helicity dependence of the gluon-exchange interaction. A simple model for 
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the p distribution amplitude which satisfies the moment constraints is: 

**(l1H) = *wynip»t*) ' 

15 
— *ixj > = ±1 

., + i(<* 4-**>'-£) x=0 

In each case the evolution from p = 500 MeV can be computed by expanding in 
terms of two lowest order Geeenbauer polynomial eigensolutions. The strong 
helicity dependence of the p distribution amplitude has interesting consequences 
for the angular dependence of -"n ~* Pp cross sections. 

The requirement that the nuricon is the I =• \ t S = | color singlet rep
resentation of three quark fields in QCD uniquely specifies the r ; permutation 
symmetry of the proton distribution amplitude: 

^(x,-,/i) « —j= [dTu 4uT + Ujmdt - 2uTci|uT] - /w \<S>N{XI2**Z) + iptfix^xjxi)] 

J- - = [cfT-uj.uT - uTU!(iT] • —y= fjtr [(jiNfazizi) - ^ w O i ^ s ) ! 

+ (i -* 2) + (2 -^ 3) . 

The neutron distribution amplitude is determined by the substitution 4>n = 
~<j>p (u —» d). Moments of the nucleon distribution amplitude can be computed 
from tlvc correlation function of the appropriate local quark field operators that 
carry the nuclcon quantum numbers. 

Thfc model wave function proposed in ref. 3, cansistent with the derived 
moments, is 

*w(*l*2«a) = ^uympt • [11.35(2? + y\) + 8.BZ*| - 1.68r3 - 2.94 - B.72(*S - if)] 

where ^ a i y m p l = 120*ixjK3. The renorraalbation scale is p SS 1 GeV. The nor-
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mtlEutioa of the nudeon valence w&ve function is also determined: 

faUt - I GeV) = (5.2 ± 0.3) X 10~» GeV . 

A Striking feature of the QCD sum rule prediction is the strong asymmetry 
implied by the first moment: BS% of the proton momentum (at P E =>• oo) is 
carried by the tt quark with helicity parallel to that, of the proton. The two 
remaining quarks each carry •** 15 to 20% of the total momentum. 

The etTlking shape of the CZ wave function is due to the fact that only the 
first few eigensolutions to the nucleon evolution equation are used as a basis. 
Since one 1B BO far from full evolution, there is no compelling reason why this 
•heuld be correct. The essential feature of the sum rule predictions is the strong 
asymmetry, together with the value of fa which give perturbative predictions for 
the proton and neutron form factors consistent both in eign and magnitude with 
experiments. 

Clearly the QCD sum rule wave functions have potential difficulties with 
endpolnt singularities unless this region is strongly suppressed in Tg — e.g., by 
the Sudakov quark form factors. A more compelling reason to be suspicious of 
the applicability of the QCD hard scattering formula to exclusive reactions is the 
striking behavior of the spin asymmetry An and spin correlations observed at 
PZ> *fc 1 GeV in large angle pp -* pp scattering.*0-*9 However, here the theory is 
much more complicated than the form factor predictions, because of Landshoff 
pinch singularities. The strong spin dependence of baryon wave functions as in
dicated by the QCD sum rule approach may also be very relevant to the eventual 
understanding of the anomalous spin results. 
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